Improvement plan for
East Adelaide School
2019 to 2021

School name

East Adelaide School

Click to upload school logo

Vision statement

East Adelaide School inspires a dynamic community
that is caring, curious and courageous.
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Plan summary
This table will be automatically populated
to provide a summary of your plan.

Goals
Goal#1: To increase and
maintain the number of
students in higher bands in
Mathematics.

Goal#2: To increase and
maintain the number of
students in higher bands in
Writing.

Targets
2019: For the cohorts entering year 3 in 2019, 70% of students will achieve in the
higher NAPLAN Numeracy bands. For the cohorts entering Year 5 and 7 in 2019, 63%
and 66% of students respectively will retain in the higher NAPLAN Numeracy bands.
2020: Year 3 59% (72 students) will achieve in the higher bands and Year 5 62% (65 students) will be
maintained in the higher bands. Year 7 23% (15 students) will be maintained in the higher bands and 8% (5
students) will be elevated into the higher bands.

2019: For the cohorts entering Year 3 in 2019, 65% of students will achieve in the
higher NAPLAN Writing bands. For the cohorts entering Year 5 & 7 in 2019, 28%
and 33% respectively of students will achieve in the higher NAPLAN Writing bands.
2020: Year 3 58% (71 students) will achieve in the higher bands. Year 5 62% (65
students) will be maintained in the higher bands. Year 7 20% (13 students) will be
maintained in the higher bands and 8% (5 students) will be elevated into the higher bands.

Challenge of practice

Success criteria

If we build teacher capacity in
effectively targeted learning in
Mathematics, students will
achieve improved maths
success.

Each student will use multiple representations to
demonstrate deep understanding and applying
effective visualisation strategies in the Big Ideas in
Number.

If we develop teacher capacity in
explicitly teaching the textual and
language choices of writing,
students will successfully compose
cohesive texts with expanded ideas
and precise vocabulary for a
specific purpose and audience.

Each student articulates and demonstrates:
• “I am learning …”
• “I have mastered …”
• “Next I will learn…”
Each student articulates and demonstrates:
• What they are learning.
• Why they are learning it.
• How they know when they have learnt it
(mastered)
Each student will set individual learning goals utilising information
from feedback received.
Each student will use Bump It Up Wall to self- assess their writing
against success criteria, articulating their next steps in learning.
Each student will explain and justify textual and language choices
they make in their writing.
using the metalanguage of functional grammar
Each student will demonstrate accurate use of:
• text features- including structure and paragraphing, grammatical
features, sentence construction, precise vocabulary, authorial
choice
Each Student will be able to articulate:
“I am learning …”
“I have mastered …”
“Next I will learn…”
using the Bump It Up Wallas a tool to support dialogue.
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Improvement plan for East Adelaide School

2019 to 2021

How to complete this template
• Complete every step. The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this. In addition, your education director will provide support.
• Complete steps 1 to 3 during term 4 of 2018 and have it approved by the principal, governing council chairperson, and education director.
• Email this plan (steps 1 to 3) to your education director.
• Publish your school improvement plan on your school website.
• Work through step 4 (Improve Practice and Monitor Impact) regularly throughout the school year. This step does not need to be published on your website.
• Complete step 5 (Review and Evaluate) in term 4 of each year. This step does not need to be published on your website, though it should inform the
Improvement Planning and Outcomes section of your annual report to the school community.
• Your school improvement plan will be current for 2019 to 2021 and should be updated in term 4 each year.

For further information and advice,
contact:
Shelley McInerney
Review, Improvement and Accountability
Phone: 8226 4297
Shelley.McInerney@sa.gov.au
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Step 1

Analyse and prioritise

Analyse evidence of student learning and answer the question ‘What are our goals for improvement?’ Specify up to 3
goals and annual targets for student learning improvement in the table below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Goals
Goal 1

Targets
Goal#1: To increase and maintain the
number of students in higher bands in
Mathematics.

2019

2019: For the cohorts entering year 3 in 2019, 70% of students will achieve in the higher NAPLAN
Numeracy bands. For the cohorts entering Year 5 and 7 in 2019, 63% and 66% of students respectively will
retain in the higher NAPLAN Numeracy bands.

2020

2020: Year 3 59% (72 students) will achieve in the higher bands and Year 5 62% (65 students) will be maintained in the higher
bands. Year 7 23% (15 students) will be maintained in the higher bands and 8% (5 students) will be elevated into the higher bands.

2021
Goal 2

Goal#2: To increase and maintain the
number of students in higher bands in
Writing.

2019

2019: For the cohorts entering Year 3 in 2019, 65% of students will achieve in the higher NAPLAN Writing
bands. For the cohorts entering Year 5 & 7 in 2019, 28% and 33% respectively of students will achieve in
the higher NAPLAN Writing bands.

2020

2020: Year 3 58% (71 students) will achieve in the higher bands. Year 5 62% (65 students) will be
maintained in the higher bands. Year 7 20% (13 students) will be maintained in the higher bands and 8% (5
students) will be elevated into the higher bands.

2021
Goal 3

2019
2020
2021
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Step 2

Determine challenge of practice

Consider how improvements in teaching practice will help to achieve your improvement goals and answer the
question ‘What areas of practice should we focus on improving to reach our goals?’ Specify your challenge of
practice for each goal in the table below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Challenge of practice
Goal 1

If we build teacher capacity in effectively targeted learning in
Mathematics, students will achieve improved maths success.

Success criteria
Each student will use multiple representations to demonstrate deep understanding and applying effective visualisation strategies in the Big Ideas in Number.
Each student articulates and demonstrates:
• “I am learning …”
• “I have mastered …”
• “Next I will learn…”
Each student articulates and demonstrates:
• What they are learning.
• Why they are learning it.
• How they know when they have learnt it (mastered)

Goal 2

If we develop teacher capacity in explicitly teaching the textual
and language choices of writing, students will successfully
compose cohesive texts with expanded ideas and precise
vocabulary for a specific purpose and audience.

Each student will set individual learning goals utilising information from feedback received.
Each student will use Bump It Up Wall to self- assess their writing against success criteria, articulating their next steps in learning.
Each student will explain and justify textual and language choices they make in their writing.
using the metalanguage of functional grammar
Each student will demonstrate accurate use of:
• text features- including structure and paragraphing, grammatical features, sentence construction, precise vocabulary, authorial choice
Each Student will be able to articulate:
“I am learning …”
“I have mastered …”
“Next I will learn…”
using the Bump It Up Wallas a tool to support dialogue.

Goal 3
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Step 3

Plan actions for improvement

Consider evidence of best practice to answer the question ‘What actions should we take to improve our practice and reach our goals?’ Specify your
actions for improvement, timeline, responsibility, resources and success criteria for each goal in the tables below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Goal 1
Challenge of practice

Actions

Each teacher will explicitly target
teach “trust the count”, “place
value and “multiplicative thinking”.

Goal#1: To increase and maintain the number of students in higher bands in Mathematics.

If we build teacher capacity in effectively targeted learning in Mathematics, students will achieve improved
maths success.

Timeline

Term 1
onwards

Roles and responsibilities
Teacherswill actively participate as highly effective, collaborative team members to: collaboratively
design deep, sequenced learning, assessed regularly to inform teaching:
• Moderate with their team at least once a term to build consistency with grading
• know thy impactof every student, using assessments as feedback to teacher
• action individual and team commitments.
All Reception and Year 1 teachers will use the EAS Number checklist to target teaching.
AP (Maths) will mentor/coachandleadMaths Action Team to implement LDAM and target teaching.
Maths Action team leaders will guide development of LDAM and implementation of Big Ideas in
Number.

Each teacher will implement
feedback, questioning and
metacognitive strategies into
learning cycles.

Term 1
onwards

Teachers will:
• provide students with clear learning intentions and success criteria
• model and explicitly teach growth mindset in maths applying the learning from “How to Teach/Learn Maths” course
• provide timely specific feedback to students
• use questioning to draw out student thinking
• think aloud to model metacognition, teaching students to think aloud
• use “bump it up” walls aligned with numeracy progressions to activate learners, knowing what has been mastered and
where to next
• build upon theirbank of formative assessment strategies.
AP (Maths) will mentor/coachandleadMaths Action Team to implement high impact strategies, including “Bump It Up”
walls.
Maths Action Team leaders will guide implementation ofhigh impact strategies.

Each teacher will build their
capacity to explicitly teach “trust
the count”, “place value” and
“multiplicative thinking”.

Term 1
onwards

Teachers will:
• deepen their understanding of “trust the count”, “place value” and “multiplicative thinking”
and how to teach it in a deep, sequenced manner for strong retention.
• use pre/formative assessments, feedback, numeracy progressions and targeted explicit
teaching to move students forward.
AP (Maths) will mentor/coach and lead Maths Action Team to develop a deep understanding
of teaching Big Ideas in Number for strong retention.
Maths Action team leaders will guide their team to develop a deep understanding of teaching
Big Ideas in Number for strong retention.

Resources
LDAM
AC Mathematics, Numeracy Progressions & Numeracy Capability
ACleadersresource.sa.edu.au
Released PLC (termly)–engage in rigorous discussion about student progress, effective
teaching & learning strategies, using evidence of growth and identifying next steps using
progressions.
6x accelerated learners
School structures eg double NIT per team per week, staff meeting
PAT Maths resources, including effect size predictor
Human resources – AP and Maths Action Team leaders
EAS Number checklist (Reception & year 1)
Numeracy Progressions
BITL tool
Embedding Formative Assessment by DylanWiliam
“How to Teach/Learn Maths” by Jo Boaler
Fixing Misconceptions by Tiereny Kennedy
Numeracy Guide Book
PLCs
Mentoring/Coaching
Human resources – AP and Maths Action Team leaders
Education Endowment Foundation guidance reports
Evidence for Learning site – high impact strategies

Whole School MathsApproach (agreement)
Best advice papers(Big ideas in Number)
Mentoring/coaching - Big Ideas in Numberand Visualisation
Teaching Mathematics by Di Siemon et al.
Numeracy progressions in student friendly language
Fixing Misconceptions by Tiereny Kennedy
Numeracy Guide Books
Human resources – AP and Maths Action Team leaders
Manipulatives and other visual resources
How to Teach/Learn Maths – Jo Boaler
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Step 3 continued
Goal 1 continued
Actions

Each teacher will teach "trust the
count”, “place value and
“multiplicative thinking”
developmentally using visual tools
and strategies.

Plan actions for improvement

Goal#1: To increase and maintain the number of students in higher bands in Mathematics.
Timeline

Term 1
onwards

Roles and responsibilities
Teachers will:
• deepen their understanding of what/how to teach visualisation within “trust the
count”, “place value” and “multiplicative thinking”
• effectively build and utilise multiple representations with their students on “Bump It
Up” walls.
AP (Maths) will mentor/coach and lead Maths Action Team to teach Big Ideas in
Number developmentally using visual tools and strategies.
Maths Action team leaders will guide their team to teach Big Ideas in Number
developmentally using visual tools and strategies.

Resources
Manipulatives and other visual resources
How to Teach/Learn Maths – Jo Boaler
Mentoring/coaching - Big Ideas in Numberand Visualisation
Challenging Mathematical tasks by Peter Sullivan
Fixing Misconceptions by Tiereny Kennedy
You Cubed website
Teaching Mathematics by DiSiemonet al.
Past NAPLAN tests
Human resources – AP and Maths Action Team leaders

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria

$38,298

Each student will use multiple representations to demonstrate deep understanding and applying effective visualisation strategies in the Big Ideas in Number.
Each student articulates and demonstrates:
• “I am learning …”
• “I have mastered …”
• “Next I will learn…”
Each student articulates and demonstrates:
• What they are learning.
• Why they are learning it.
• How they know when they have learnt it (mastered)
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Step 3 continued

Plan actions for improvement

Goal 2

Goal#2: To increase and maintain the number of students in higher bands in Writing.

Challenge of practice

If we develop teacher capacity in explicitly teaching the textual and language choices of writing, students
will successfully compose cohesive texts with expanded ideas and precise vocabulary for a specific
purpose and audience.

Actions

Each teacher will build their
capacity to explicitly teach and
assess students' progress in the
use of grammar.

Timeline

Term 1 & 2
continuing
to build 3-4
(ongoing
journey)

Each teacher will use high impact Terms 1-4
strategies to explicitly teach writing
using the Teaching and Learning
Writing Cycle.

Each teacher will work
Terms 1-4
Collaboratively with their whole team to:
• Develop learning designs and
assessments
• Moderate student writing samples
against ACARA A-E standards (LDAM)

Roles and responsibilities
Teachers will:
• model and explicitly teach the use of metalanguage R-7
• actively participate in the Writing Plus Course and implement the in between module requirements to
consolidate their learning (for new yr2-7 teachers and year 1 teachers)
• implement the Writing Plus strategies
• track and monitor student understanding and use of functional grammar in their writing using the Literacy
Progressions supported by the Language and Literacy Levels
• receive mentoring & coaching by the AP in the implementation & assessment of functional grammar
AP (Literacy) will mentor/coach teachers to implement functional grammar concepts (reading and writing).
Action team leaders will guide their team in the development of LDAM in functional grammar (reading and
writing).

Teachers will:
• provide students with clear learning intentions and success criteria.
• incorporate daily writing across the curriculum
• plan for and teach all components of the Teaching and Learning Writing Cycle which consists of:
• plan for and use high impact strategies to support metacognitive thinking during each phase of the Teaching and
Learning Writing Cycle E.g. Teacher modelling through ‘readalouds’ and ‘thinkalouds’ (seeGuide Bookresources)
• focus onbothauthorial choiceand writing conventions emphasising audience, paragraphing, Tier 1,2 and 3
vocabulary connectives/word associations and sentence construction.
AP (Literacy) and EALD teacher will mentor/coach teachers to implement the Writing Cycle.
Action team leaders will guide their team in the implementation of the Writing Cycle

Teachers will actively participate as highly effective, collaborative teams in the LDAM process to:
• plan learning designs to explicitly teach two extended text types per term
• moderate writing samples at least once a term to build consistency with grading
• moderate with teachers of same year level from our cluster schools against the ACARA standards
• assess and monitor the progress of all their students using the Language and Literacy Levels, reporting about 6
Accelerated Learner students
• prepare evidence of learning for PLC mtgs and record accelerated learners’ progress in the Year Level Team PLC
space
• actively participate in professional dialogue to analyse teaching impact, effective teaching and learning strategies and
identifying commitments to action related to the SIP.
•
AP (Literacy) and EALD teachers will work with teachers to develop learning designs and support the moderation
process
Literacy Action Team leaders willleadrigorous learning design, assessment and moderation within their team.

Resources
Writing Plus PD – 5 half day sessions
Writing Plus Weebly and new Teams space in 2020
Language and Literacy Levelling document
ACARA grammar scope and sequence
Literacy Progressions
PLC release – 90 minutes once per term
Literacy Coach
DfEGuide Books- Inspire Page 14 +
AP (Literacy)and EALD Teacher

EALD teachers and AP (Literacy)- planning and
implementation
EALD Teaching Literacy Resource (Writing Cycle)
DfEGuide Books(Stretch pages 13-16)
Genre Map Document (new 2020)
NAPLAN marking guide
AP (Literacy) and EALD Teacher
Pupil Free Days in Term 1 and Term 3
Language and Literacy Levels,Literacy ProgressionsandNAPLAN marking
guidefor assessment/moderation & setting baselinedata
EALD and Writing elaborations F-7 of the AC
Genre map document
PLC Release time for each classroom teacher once per term
Weekly team double NIT release
Allocated staff meeting times
AP (Literacy) and EALD teacher
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Step 3 continued
Goal 2 continued
Actions

Each teacher will explicitly teach
the fundamentals of synthetic
phonics instruction.

Plan actions for improvement

Goal#2: To increase and maintain the number of students in higher bands in Writing.
Timeline

Terms 1-4

Roles and responsibilities
Teachers will:
• develop & consistently implement a targeted SSP/spelling (word
study) learning design
• track, monitor and regularly assess students’ progress in order to
differentiate and target their teaching
AP(Literacy) will mentor teachers in the implementation of SSP and
PLD Spelling

Each teacher will implement
Term 1-4
formative assessment strategies to
inform their practice and effectively
build self, peer and teacher
feedback.

Teachers will:
• collaborate with their team to plan formative assessment strategies, and to support the professional
dialogue regarding
the impact on student progress.
• establish a Bump It Up Wall for focus text types clearly showing the success criteria for the next steps in
writing
development.
• model the use of and encourage students to refer to the Bump It Up Wall during peer and or/or selfassessment
• provide timely and specific feedback to students,providing time for self, peer and teacher feedbackand to
inform their practice
• conference with individual students to set learning goals
• receive coaching from AP (Literacy) in establishment of effective feedback.

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria

Resources
AP (Literacy) time to lead
AC Literacy progressions (Writing and Phonics)
Best Advice Papers
PLD resources & PLD online courses (after PD)
Decodable texts
EAS phoneme and grapheme correspondence schedule
AP (Literacy) to lead the learning
Weekly team double NIT release
PLC release time
DfE Guidebooks– Maintain Momentum pages 13- 15 (Learning
about genre stage)
BITL Tool
Education Endowment Foundation Guidance Reports
Evidence for Learning Site – high impact strategies

$178,700 (includes Literacy coaches salary)

Each student will set individual learning goals utilising information from feedback received.
Each student will use Bump It Up Wall to self- assess their writing against success criteria, articulating their next steps in learning.
Each student will explain and justify textual and language choices they make in their writing.
using the metalanguage of functional grammar
Each student will demonstrate accurate use of:
• text features- including structure and paragraphing, grammatical features, sentence construction, precise vocabulary, authorial choice
Each Student will be able to articulate:
“I am learning …”
“I have mastered …”
“Next I will learn…”
using the Bump It Up Wallas a tool to support dialogue.
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Step 3 continued

Plan actions for improvement

Goal 3
Challenge of practice

Actions

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources
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Step 3 continued

Plan actions for improvement

Goal 3 continued
Actions

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria
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School improvement plan

Approvals

Approved by principal

Name: Vicki Stravinski
Date: 3/12/19
Approved by governing council chairperson

Name: Lauren Roberts
Date: 3/12/19

Approved by education director

Name: Greg Pethrick

Date: 11/12/19
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